Master of Legal Studies

Entertainment Law

Break out in the entertainment industry with Loyola Law School's new Master of Science in Legal Studies (MLS) in Entertainment Law. This program allows its students to fast-track their careers with a wide range of classes on the law behind everything from licensing to production to financing and more. Professors include a range of Hollywood heavyweights.

The MLS program can be completed in one year, full-time or over the course of two years, part-time. Loyola offers evening courses as well as traditional day courses to provide greater flexibility – no matter what your production schedule.

Courses include:

- Motion Picture Production & Finance Seminar
- Television Programming & Finance Seminar
- Reality TV & New Media Production and Distribution
- Law and Practice with the Hollywood Guilds
- Financing Entertainment Industry Ventures
- International Copyright & Neighboring Rights
- Music Law

Visit lls.edu/mls/bookfair for full course listing.

Enhance Your Credentials

Fashion Law: Loyola's Fashion Law Project offers unique symposia, rare industry networking opportunities and a cache of fashion business courses.

Talent Management: Classes like Introduction to Negotiations and Right of Publicity prepare students for important sports management issues, and power agent and team executives regularly lecture.

Technology Law: Navigate the evolving electronic frontier with professors who teach classes like Digital Media & the Law and Technology & Privacy.

Entertainment Law is one of five unique specializations, which also include Corporate Law, Criminal Justice, Intellectual Property and International Business Law. In addition, students may design their own program.

Apply Now
lls.edu/mls

To learn more, contact the Office of Admissions:
213-736-1074 or admissions@lls.edu